
   

 

 

 
 

THE BRITISH ARTIST DAVID SHRIGLEY 
IMAGINE A JEROBOAM LIMITED EDITION OF BLANC DE BLANCS 

 

 
Artistic reinterpretation of the White Jeroboam by the British David Shrigley 

 
In 2020, Ruinart invites the British artist David Shrigley to bring his singular vision to a House that is no 
less so. As part of his artistic reinterpretation entitled Unconventional Bubbles / Bulles Singulières, he is 
designing a limited edition work to serve as a case for a jeroboam of Blanc de Blancs, the emblem of 
Ruinart's taste. 30 signed and numbered copies are on sale for €3,500. Each of the 30 boxes is numbered 
and signed by the artist. It is decorated with a checkerboard featuring one of the drawings created by the 
artist for the House. 
 
A collector's item, this limited-edition box contains a jeroboam whose decoration has also been 
reinterpreted by David Shrigley. This is the first time an artist has worked directly on the emblematic 
Ruinart bottle, whose shape is inherited from the 18th century. A functional object, the box 
metamorphoses into a champagne bucket at the moment of tasting: its base can hold ice to refresh the 
House's vintages. 

 
 



ARTIST DAVID SHRIGLEY IMAGINES A LIMITED EDITION JEROBOAM 
 

               
 
Left: Jeroboam Blanc de Blancs box set by David Shrigley, limited edition of 30 copies, €3,500, reusable as a cooler. 
Right: David Shrigley, untitled, 2019, acrylic on paper, 76 × 56 cm. All of David Shrigley's drawings correspond to his vision of the different stages 
in the production of Ruinart's wines, as well as the climatic issues linked to their making. He evokes here the disgorging and the addition of the 
dosage liqueur. 
 
Hiding the bottle, the black-and-white pattern is adorned with rebellious bubbles containing statements 
so characteristic of David Shrigley's work. All of them are true! They reveal the hidden face of the 
production of Champagne wines, the know-how and the relationship with nature that so marked him 
during his visits to Reims and the vineyards. The artist assembles the opposites to better underline the 
essential complementarity in the making of the House's vintages: sun and rain, bees and earthworms, 
humans and yeasts, air and soil. They respond to each other to form the succession of actions that then 
combine in the bottle. 
 
David Shrigley decided to use a jeroboam because of its exceptional conservation capacity. As the 
oxygen/volume ratio of the wine in a jeroboam is divided by four compared to a classic bottle, the wine 
ages less quickly and expresses more complexity, freshness and aromatic diversity. In addition, champagne 
in jeroboam develops more maturing aromas (toast, toasted aromas, toasted almonds), and more body in 
the mouth, giving it a silkier character. The ageing potential of these large formats is also particularly good. 
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Jeroboam Blanc de Blancs box set by David Shrigley, 
limited edition of 30 copies, €3,500, reusable as a cooler 
 

 
INFORMATION 
White Jeroboam of Whites David Shrigley 
Limited edition, 30 copies 
Suggested retail price incl. VAT: 3,500 €. 
 
Available at Maison Ruinart 
4 rue des Crayères - 51100 Reims 
+33 3 26 77 51 51 
 
To download press kit : HERE 
To download HD images : HERE 
 
PRESS CONTACT : 
Jean Baptiste Duquesne 
International Press & Influence Manager 
jbduquesne@ruinart.com 
+33 1 58 97 57 42 
 
  
 

ABOUT RUINART  
Maison Ruinart laid the first stone of the history of Champagne on September the 1st, 1729. Since then, it 
has never ceased to perfect the excellence of its wines. Its oenological choice, determined by the 
predominance of Chardonnay in its cuvées, is the signature of its authentic and recognized expertise. The 
universe of Maison Ruinart is today defined by elegance, purity and light. Its wines derive their strength 
from three centuries of history. The balance between its roots and the audacity of its commitments is the 
key to its success, making it a House that is forever contemporary. Maison Ruinart expresses its 
commitment to art by commissioning well-known artists, which it has done since 1896 when Alphonse 
Mucha was invited to create an artwork that would make an immense impact at the time. For Ruinart, 
artistic expression is a way to share its heritage, its history, its know-how and the excellence of its wines 
all over the world.  
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